
VLOG NON GMO
CERTIFICATION

Demonstrate your commitment to
non GMO food

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
You are in the food supply chain and you wish to demonstrate to your clients (up to the final consumer) 
that your products are GMO free, following a rigorous and transparent process.
In order to adopt a non GMO scheme & standard widely recognized, Bureau Veritas food networks 
proposal is developed by VLOG (Association Food without Genetic Engineering) in Germany, largest 
European food market, since 2010.
Increasingly required as a pre requisite by German, Austrian, and neighbouring countries retailers, with 
already more than 2000 products licenced.
Applicable to meat, milk, egg, honey, grain & cereals, fruits & vegetables, from farming to processing, 
including intermediates like feed manufacturers & logistics.

VLOG non GMO CERTIFICATION 

Bureau Veritas undertakes
a process to assess your

process & products

Control of your suppliers/inputs for
non GMO contamination

Your production process

Staff training

Relevant recording throughout the process
for secured traceability

Required product sampling and analyzing
of critical raw materials, intermediate & final products



For more information:
www.bureauveritas.com

VLOG NON GMO
CERTIFICATION

KEY BENEFITS

WHY CHOOSE BUREAU VERITAS SERVICES?
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
Bureau Veritas has experience in farming & food supply chain, assisting thousands of 
businesses to conform with national existing standards. Our VLOG auditors are specifically 
trained on GMO & VLOG standard.

EXTENSIVE NETWORK
Our trained auditor network ensures that we have both international expertise and in depth 
knowledge of local standards.

RECOGNIZED INDEPENDENCE AND COMPETENCE
Bureau Veritas provides; quality, environment and safety management systems certification.
Since September 2016, Bureau Veritas has been approved as a VLOG member and 
certification body

This certification demonstrates 
your professionalism & 
innovation orientation and 
brings value to the products 
that you provide for your 
downstream food supply chain 
clients up to retail & final 
consumer

After compliance to the VLOG 
standard, you will be awarded 
a certificate from Bureau 
Veritas, that is recognized 
throughout the world as a 
symbol of your company’s 
commitment.

Bureau Veritas can propose
combined audits with VLOG 
audits, in order to satisfy all of 
your need in one single audit

GET A COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE

A RECOGNIZED 
CERTIFICATE

OPTIMIZE YOUR 
CERTIFICATION 
PORTFOLIO


